The aim of the present study is to investigate the role of conceptual metaphor in the polysemy of the visual verb of /baxmaq/ (look) in Azerbaijani Turkish within the framework of cognitive semantics. The research method is a descriptive-analytic and the study tries to present the various meanings of the verb. To achieve this goal, the linguistic data was gathered by using Azerbaijani Turkish dictionaries, books, magazines, newspapers, and one of the authors' linguistic intuitions. The findings indicate that for visual verb /baxmaq/ there are 19 senses with regard to its classification and abstracting away of contextual variations. They also show that the polysemy is a systematic phenomenon and factor such as metaphor and metonymy are crucially involved in the formation and description of polysemy and this makes broad meaning and eventually leads to polysemy of verb. In this way, semantic extensive network of verb is formed and on the other hand, it is claimed that metaphor has stronger role than metonymy in the formation of polysemy and usage of verb in the different context. The findings also show that polysemy is not randomly and forms based on our experiences of different concepts and the meanings of verbs are different from each other because they are understood from different ways.
Introduction
Cognitive linguistics has its roots in the linguistic discussions as well as the recent cognitive sciences which appeared in 1960's and 1970's, particularly, in investigating categorization and conceptualization in human's mind and Gestalt psychology (Evans & Green, 2006, p. 6 ). According to this approach, language knowledge is not separate from thinking and cognition. Cognitive semantics is one of the most important topics in cognitive linguistics and studying it is considered as one of the most basic discussions in this domain. The terminology of cognitive semantics was proposed for the first time by Lakoff. One of the most basic parts of the study of cognitive semantics is the investigation of metaphor from a cognitive point of view which was first proposed by Lakoff & Johnson (1980) as the "Theory of Conceptual Metaphor" or the "Theory of Cognitive Metaphor" where in metaphor is not only a stylistic feature of language, but thought and mind have a metaphorical nature as well. They emphasize that metaphor is not necessarily a language tool to convey thought, but it is a way of thinking about different things. In this theory, conceptual structures are shaped based on mappings between cognitive areas. By mapping, we mean the matching of two cognitive domains which are close to each other through metaphor. They have also concluded that abstract concepts in human's mind are organized via using concrete concepts which means that language clarifies the issues we express, or understand abstract concepts based on concrete concepts (Lakoff & Johnson, 2003, p. 28) .
One of the important concepts in cognitive semantics is polysemy which means using a single language element in different meanings. Cognitive semantics experts believe that polysemy is completely systematic and this is the human cognition that monitors the type and extent of polysemy. Therefore, the study of polysemy from a cognitive semantics point of view makes it possible to understand the mechanisms of human mind as well as the power of human cognition.
In most of the languages, particularly, in Azerbaijani Turkish, polysemy and the metaphorical words and expressions are commonly used in order to convey the internal experience and understand abstract concepts. In this language, there are so many words and expressions which possess different meanings. In other words, they are polysemic and metaphorical. Among these words are the visual verbs which in addition to showing the action of seeing, according to their situations, are used to express comprehension, understanding, knowledge, light, wisdom, etc. In this language, the visual verb /baxmaq/ (look) is considered as a visual verb which in addition to indicating its real meaning, is used in order to express the internal experience, understand abstract concepts, and convey different aspects of cognition.
With regard to the aforementioned issues, it can be argued that polysemy and metaphor are of great importance in languages and the studies related to this area can, in fact, enrich linguistic research. Most of the research studies on polysemy and metaphor, which have been conducted in Iran, have solely focused on investigating metaphor and its related subjects in the Persian and some of these studies have only focused on one aspect of metaphor. Considering the fact that there is no research studies in Iran about polysemy and metaphor in Azerbaijani Turkish, this study, aims to investigate the metaphor and polysemy of the visual verb /baxmaq/ (look) in Azerbaijani Turkish in a cognitive semantics approach by providing answers for the following research questions: 1) What is the polysemy and metaphorical status of the visual verb /baxmaq/ (look)?
2) What are the prototypical and marginal meanings of the visual verb /baxmaq/ (look) form a cognitive point of view?
3) What are the role of cognitive mechanisms, such as different conceptual metaphors and metonymy in the polysemy of the visual verb /baxmaq/ (look)?
Research Background
Since in Azerbaijani Turkish there has been no study about polysemy of visual verbs, thus here has been mentioned some of studies about polysemy of verbs in Persian and other languages. Viberg (1981) made some efforts in order to examine sensory verbs in English, Turkish, Indian, Persian, and Japanese languages. In this way, he introduced three general components for the five senses based on which he shaped the investigation and analysis of the sensory verbs. He also proposed a model of polysemy with regard to the role of the senses. The studies conducted on visual verbs by Sweetser (1990) also indicated that the most common target areas for the visual verbs are knowledge, wisdom, and mental vision. He brings some examples from English, Greek, Latin, and Irish and shows that the transfer of visual verbs to abstract areas is not solely limited to English language, but it is related to most of languages. This kind of transfer belongs to a larger system which is called the metaphor of "the mind as the body". He claims that this metaphor is probably motivated through the correlation between the external experiences and the internal cognitive states and excitements, but this correlation cannot explain the observed patterns of polysemy and semantic change by itself. Therefore, there is a need for a more complete and complex mapping and representation which is beyond correlation (Sweetster, 1990, p. 28) .
In a comprehensive study titled as "Polysemy and Metaphor in Perceptive Verbs: An interlanguage study", Ibarretxe-Antuñano (1999) focused on the analysis of polysemy and metaphor in the semantic area of perceptive verbs and examined how polysemic metaphorical structures occur between the area of physical perceptions and other conceptual areas in English, Basque, and Spanish and pointed out that perceptive verbs transfer both physical and metaphorical meanings, which are mostly interlanguage in a more extensive level. Sgöstrom (1998) also investigated visual verbs' metaphor and polysemy according to the four categories of visual perception, experiencer features, experienced features, and perception cause in Swedish language and showed that polysemy and metaphorical use of visual words in Swedish are not only related to verbs, but they are also related to nouns and adjectives. Nechybova (2008) also has specified his study to the investigation of conceptual metaphors, particularly, the conceptual metaphor of "from seeing to understanding" in English language. After examining the verb of seeing in that study, he stated that this verb possesses nine main meanings.
Yousefi Rad (2008) examined the propositions of the Persian in a cognitive linguistics framework. By analyzing spatial propositions in Persian which were extracted from Persian databases, she showed that despite the traditional grammar, using propositions is very structured and the spatial meaning of propositions which is considered as the primary meaning, is related to its other meanings via the cognitive mechanisms, particularly metaphor and metonymy. This phenomenon leads to the semantic expansion of the spatial propositions in Persian and in this way; the wide semantic network of propositions is formed. Adopting a cognitive approach, Fayyazi (2008) also investigated polysemy in Persian and after presenting a new typology for semantic changes, indicated the role of metaphor in creating new meanings, and considered its regular performance as a structured system in the area of words. Likewise, Sharifi (2009) examined the relationship between the polysemy of the simple verb (fall) in Persian and its cognitive elements. In this study, she investigated the polysemy of the simple verb (fall) based on certain concepts, such as categorization, prototype, image schemas, and radical categories.
Pour Ebrahim et al. (2012) investigated the concept of "insight" in the framework of the contemporary theory of metaphor in the language of the Quran in the area of cognitive semantics and stated that the metaphors of "knowing is as seeing/ hearing" has been frequently and effectively used in the language of the Quran. Soltani Kofrani (2012) examined the polysemy of simple motion verbs in Persian in a cognitive linguistics framework. Mousavi et al. (2014) also examined the word "seeing" from a semantic perspective in order to demonstrate how the meaning of some words exist in humans' daily experiences and background knowledge. They aimed to find the meaning frameworks of the verb "seeing" and state the relationships and differences between the verb "seeing" and other synonymous verbs, such as "observe", "watch", "look", and etc.
Theoretical Framework
Cognitive semantics was first proposed by Lakoff (1980a) who introduced a point of view which attracted the attention of many semantics experts. According to this point of view, language knowledge is not separate from thinking and cognition and the language semantics is substantially based on cognition. This point of view was introduced through six main characteristic which are listed below (Allwood & Gordenfors, 1998, p. 21): 1) Meaning is conceptualization in a cognitive model (not truth conditions in possible worlds).
2) Cognitive models are mainly perceptually determined (meaning is not independent of perception).
3) Semantic elements are based on spatial or topological objects (not symbols that can be composed according to some system of rules). 4) Cognitive models are primarily image-schematic (not propositional). Image-schemas are transformed by metaphoric and metonymic operations (which are treated as exceptional features in the traditional view). 5) Semantics is primary to syntax and partly determines it (syntax cannot be described independently of semantics). 6) Concepts show prototype effects (instead of following the Aristotelian paradigm based on necessary and sufficient conditions).
In cognitive semantics there are some concepts that most important of them are mentioned below:
Metaphor
Metaphor is very important in the cognitive semantics and the study of metaphor is one of the most basic issues in cognitive semantics. Lakoff & Johnson (1980) defined metaphor as the relationship between two semantic areas where one semantic area is stated based on the other; that is one abstract object is understood and experienced based on a more tangible object. For example, the semantic area of time is formulated based on the semantic area of place and motion. Accordingly, the metaphorical phrase "the new year is rapidly approaching us" can be understood in this way.
According to Lakoff & Johnson (1980) , the contemporary theory of metaphor is based on two hypotheses: 1) Metaphor is not specified to literature and is used in everyday use of language and 2) Metaphor is not basically a language phenomenon, but it has its roots in human's conceptual system. In this theory, metaphor is divided into three types of directional, ontological, and structure. In directional metaphors, a general system of concepts is organized by considering some concepts from another system and the individual provides a spatial direction to the abstract concept. Ontological metaphors provide the individual with this opportunity to take some parts of his/ her experiences and treat them like separate components or homogenous materials. In structural metaphors, the exact conceptual structure of the source is restored into the abstract conceptual structure of target area and some features of the source are highlighted, while others remain hidden. Lakoff & Johnson (2003) believe that there is a difference between metonymy and metaphor in the sense that in metonymy an object is used in order to refer to another object in a determined and clear context. For example, it is possible for the waiter of a restaurant to use "He is a Spaghetti" in order to refer to a person who has ordered Spaghetti. In this phrase, metonymy has been used. In a relation which is based on metonymy, two elements are always in a specific relationship with each other. The most important difference between metaphor and metonymy is in that two mental areas are involved in metaphor, while there is only one active mental area in metonymy.
Metonymy
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Polysemy
Goddard (2000) states that polysemy is a situation where a single word has several meanings. Taylor (1995) believes that polysemy is the association of two or several meanings all of which are related to a single language form. In other words, polysemy is a phenomenon in which a single language unit possesses several separate meanings that are related to each other. Cognitive linguists believe that polysemy is not solely related to the meaning of words. According to this point of view, polysemy exists in various parts of language, such as words, morphemes, and grammar. Lakoff (1980b) also maintains that there are three important sources in the creation of polysemy which are listed below: Metaphor, 2) Metonymy, and 3) Transformation of image schemas.
Methodology
The present study is a descriptive investigation which aims at exploring different meanings of the visual verb /baxmaq/ (look) in Azerbaijani Turkish according to the cognitive semantics approach and finally providing a description of the relationships that exist among these meanings as well as the causes of these relations. This study is a descriptive-analytic and tries to present the various meanings of the verb. To achieve this goal, the linguistic data was gathered by using Azerbaijani Turkish dictionaries, books, newspapers, magazines, and the author's linguistic intuition.
Data Analysis
The visual verb which is going to be investigated in this study is /baxmaq/ (look) whose primary meaning (prototype) is "to see something by means of eyes". Bezadi (1997) said that its meaning is as below:
Nǝzǝrini bir şeyǝ tikmǝk. (Pay attention to something) x other meanings, and most importantly, this is the meaning that cannot be expressed via other verbs. By studying of various contexts of verb from books, newspapers, magazines, dictionaries, and other publications in Azerbaijani Turkish 140 usages of this verb was extracted and 19 senses, one prototype and 18 peripheral meaning groups after classification and abstracting away of contextual variations were presented. The prototype of the verb /baxmaq/ (look) is: Looking at something or someone to recreation, enjoyment and entertainment. To facilitate the study of meanings of the visual verb /baxmaq/ (look) we choose a verb as a pattern from each group and bring a sentence for each of them and then investigate the metaphorical of them. I take him into account as scientist. Bax ayaqivǝ nǝcasǝtǝ qorma.
Be careful do not put your feet on filth. Baxarsan xoşüna gǝlsǝ agarsan.
Do you think if he likes you will buy? Yoldaşlarina bax ozünü dözǝlǝt.
Take a lesson from your friends and make yourself right. Ǝli kitaba baxmir.
Ali does not study the book. Ǝgǝr yaxşi baxson onu taparsan.
If you search well you will find it. Evin pǝncǝrǝri hitǝ baxir.
The windows of house are opening to yard. Mǝnǝ on min tümǝnǝ baxdi It was cost ten Tomans to me.
With regards to prototype and peripheral meanings, semantic network of verb /baxmaq/ (look) is as follow:
Diagram (1) semantic network of the visual verb /baxmaq/ (look)
The peripheral meanings of the visual verb /baxmaq/ (look) along with the context in which they are used are as follow:
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Vahid everyday serves to his father. 2) "baxmaq baǧli olmaq dir" "Looking is depending on" Bü iş sǝnǝ baxir.
This work depends on you. 3) "baxmaq tabi olmaq dir" "Looking is being subordinate" O baxir sǝnin fǝrasǝtinǝ That is subordinate to your acumen 4) "baxmaq max vermǝk dir" "Looking is paying attention" Mǝnǝ baxmir
He does not pay attention to me. 5) baxmaq airamaq dir "Looking is managing" im baxir? ç Bura
Who manages here? 6) "baxmaq müzakirǝ etmǝk dir" "Looking is negotiating" Mǝclisdǝ hansi mǝsǝlǝrǝ baxacaqlar?
Which issue will negotiate in parliament? 7) "baxmaq hesab etmǝk dir" "Looking is taking into account" Mǝn ona bir alim kimi baxiram I take him into account as scientist. 8) "baxmaq fikir vermǝk dir" "Looking is thinking" Baxarsan xoşüna gǝlsǝ agarsan.
Do you think if he likes you will buy? 9) "baxmaq ibrǝt almaq dir" "Looking is taking lesson" Yoldaşlarina bax ozünü dözǝlǝt.
Take a lesson from your friends and make yourself right. 10) "baxmaq acilmaq dir" "Looking is opening" Evin pǝncǝrǝri hitǝ baxir.
The windows of house are opening to yard. 11) "baxmaq qimǝtǝ gurtarmaq dir" "Looking is costing" Mǝnǝ on min tümǝnǝ baxdi It was cost ten Tomans to me. Most of the peripheral meanings of the visual verb /baxmaq/ (look) are due to the conceptual metaphor of structural type. In this way that the source domain that is an abstract concept is understood by the target domain that is a real concept. For example, "Looking is thinking" means that thinking is an abstract verb is understood by verb seeing that is real than thinking. According to the peripheral meanings and cognitive mechanisms, such as conceptual metaphors and metonymy the proposed semantic network of visual verb /baxmaq/ (look) is as follow:
Diagram (2) the proposed semantic network of visual verb /baxmaq/ (look) With regard to the diagram which is illustrated above, it can be argued that since in the following senses there is only one active mental area between the visual verb /baxmaq/ (look) and its senses, metonymy is the cognitive mechanism which has a role to play in this regard. These senses include qaramaq (take care), müayenǝ etmǝk (treat), axtarmaq (search), mütaliǝ etmǝk (study), diqqǝt elǝmǝk (make precise), göznǝmǝk (wait for) and fala baxmaq (soothsay). In addition, due to the fact that there are two mental areas present between the verb /baxmaq/ (look) and its senses in the following senses, the cognitive mechanism which has a role to play in this regard is metaphor. Theses senses include /xitmǝt etmǝk/ (serve), /müzakirǝ etmǝk/ (negotiate)/ /airamaq /(manage), /baǧli olmaq/ (depend on), / max vermǝk/ (pay attention), /nǝzǝrǝ almaq/ (take into account), /fikir vermǝk/ (think), /ibrǝt almaq/ (take lesson), /açilmaq/ (open), /tabi olmaq/ (being subordinate) and /qimǝtǝ gurtarmaq/ (cost). Therefore, it can be inferred that polysemy is a systematic phenomenon and the meaning of the visual verb /baxmaq/ (look) in Azerbaijani Turkish which can be considered as the prototype is related to its other meanings through cognitive mechanism, particularly, metaphor and metonymy. This phenomenon leads to semantic expansion an finally the polysemy of the verb in Azerbaijani Turkish and in this way the extensive meaning network of the visual verb /baxmaq/ (look) is shaped which is explained based on the prototype and its relation to other members through family resemblances. Additionally, considering the prototype categorization, the visual verb /baxmaq/ (look) is more central in comparison to others which are more marginal.
Conclusion
Metaphor and polysemy have been very important in the field of cognitive semantics. Words usually have more than one meaning and when these meanings are related to each other, this phenomenon is called polysemy. Metaphor refers to the relationship between two semantic areas in which one semantic area is expressed through another; in other words, in metaphor an abstract concept is experienced and understood based on a tangible concept. The present study which was conducted according to the polysemy and metaphorical status of the visual verb /baxmaq/ (look)) had some findings and implications. The findings revealed that for the visual verb /baxmaq/ (look) there are 140 usages and 19 senses, and a prototype and 18 peripheral meanings are presented after the categorization and abstraction of contextual types. qaramaq (take care), müayenǝ etmǝk (treat), axtarmaq (search), mütaliǝ etmǝk (study), diqqǝt elǝmǝk (make precise), göznǝmǝk (wait for), fala baxmaq(soothsay), /xitmǝt etmǝk/ (serve), /müzakirǝ etmǝk/ (negotiate)/, / airamaq / (manage), /baǧli olmaq/ (depend on), / max vermǝk/ (pay attention), /nǝzǝrǝ almaq/ (take into account), /fikir vermǝk/ (think), /ibrǝt almaq/ (take lesson), /açilmaq/ (open), /tabi olmaq/ (being subordinate) and /qimǝtǝ gurtarmaq/ (cost). They further, demonstrated that polysemy is a systematic phenomenon and such elements like metaphor and metonymy are involved in its formation and description which leads to the verb's semantic expansion and finally its polysemy. On the other hand, in comparison to metonymy, metaphor has a more remarkable role in shaping polysemy and its application in various contexts. The findings also show that polysemy is not randomly and forms based on our experiences of different concepts and the meanings of words are different from each other because they are understood from different ways.
